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Abstract 
MR imaging of moisture ingression into porous tissue of decayed teeth in vitro with 
resolution of 30×120×180 µm3 was obtained using a 4.7 T research MRI scanner and a spin-
echo pulse sequence. High resolution images allowed the visualisation of the 3D structure of 
tooth pores and the estimation of their size and extent. Using a Single Point Imaging method, 
images of the mineralized tissue of teeth were obtained. 
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1. Introduction 
The last decade brought an increasing research interest in the application of MRI to the 
study of healthy and decayed teeth. The aim of this study has been the visualization of the 
geometry of the dental surface as well as the differentiation of soft (pulp) and mineralized 
tissue (enamel, dentine and root cement) in the extracted teeth [1-4]. Although X-ray 
detection is still the predominant diagnostic method of choice in dentistry, MR imaging has 
also been considered due to the lack of harmful radiation. This issue is especially important if 
repetitive examination is required (e.g. for children). Recent developments in MRI technology 
show that MRI indeed can be used for non-invasive imaging of teeth, in vivo [5, 6]. 
This work was initiated to assess the value of different MRI techniques for the detection 
and visualization of water ingression into porous structures of decayed teeth. The work 
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 presented here was performed in vitro, using extracted teeth, as a first step toward the 
assessment of the application of the method. 
2. Materials and Methods 
Five extracted human teeth with different levels of decay (see for 
example Fig. 1. were used for the study. 3D Spin Echo (SE) MR Imaging 
of the teeth was carried out at the Department of MRI, Institute of 
Nuclear Physics (INP), Polish Academy of Sciences (PAN) Teeth were 
extracted with minimum trauma and stored after cleaning in 0.5 % 
chloramine for 24 h, before permanent storage in distilled water at 4 oC 
until needed for MRI. Prior to the MR experiment, teeth were degassed 
to minimize the magnetic susceptibility artifacts at the air-tooth 
boundary. A 3D spin echo pulse sequence without slice selection 
(TE = 20 ms, TR = 1.8 s, NA = 2) was used for the experiments on a 
4.7 T, 30 cm bore, MRI system, equipped with Maran DRX console. A 
dedicated home-built volume radio-frequency (RF) coil of 2 cm diameter 
was used to obtain three dimensional images (512×128×128 pixels) of teeth with a resolution 
of 30×120×180 µm3. MR images were analyzed using software developed at the INP PAN 
using IDL (Research Systems Inc.) and ImageJ (NIH) software. The software allows various 
2D and 3D image manipulation as well as structure segmentation and volume calculation. 
The studies using Single Point Imaging (SPI) were carried out on a 11.7 T / 72.5 mm 
vertical bore magnet (Magnex, UK) and a Bruker Avance DRX Console (Bruker Germany) 
MRI system at the Instititute for Biodiagnostics, Winnipeg, Canada. Images were obtained 
using a data matrix of 96×96×32. A detection time (Tp) of 125 µs was used in combination 
with a 10 µs excitation pulse and a repetition time of 15 ms. Gradients of the magnetic field 
with sinusoidally shaped ramp of 1.0 ms length, were used in order to minimize acoustic 
noise [7]. Image resolution was 315×315×940 µm3. 
3. Results 
Fig. 2a shows a 2D cross-section of a 3D MR image of a carious tooth. High intensity 
water signal was observed in the porous, decayed, regions of the tooth due to water 
penetration into this region. No signal from mineralized tooth tissue could be observed this 
way. This allowed visualization of the presence of pores only. Pores were shown to extend 
deep inside the tooth and showed the moisture penetration path into the internal tooth 
structures. Black areas in the image correspond to mineralized tissue of the tooth, using a 3D 
SE pulse sequence. Water surrounding the tooth is shown in blue for better visualization. The 
area of pulp is easily recognized in the centre of tooth (see Fig. 2a). Irregular, blue regions 
between the pulp and the tooth surface indicate the presence of water in the pores of the 
decayed tooth. 
Fig. 2b shows a pseudo-3D representation of the pores within the decayed region of the tooth, 
obtained with MRI. 
In Fig. 2c cross-section through SPI data of the decayed tooth is shown. Obtained spatial 
resolution is lower than in the corresponding SE-based image. However, variation of signal 
intensity in the tissue is visible in contrary to SE image, where no signal is present in this 
region of tooth. 
 
Fig. 1 Photo image of 
a decayed tooth. 
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Fig. 2. Cross-section of a 3D SE MR image (a) and the pseudo 3D reconstruction (b) of water in the porous 
tissue of a decayed tooth, obtained from 3D SE MR data. Fig (c) shows a 2D cross-section of a 3D SPI data set 
of a tooth with decay comparable that shown in figures a and b. 
4. Discussion 
The 3D SE pulse sequence used for imaging in the presented work is considered a “liquid” 
MRI measuring method, capable to detect signal from tissues with T2 longer than few ms. 
However, this method is severely limited obtaining MR images of solids, such as mineralized 
tooth tissue. Thus, in the obtained MRI images, water surrounding the teeth and penetrating 
pores in decayed tissue are seen as bright areas, whereas rigid tissue of the tooth is invisible. 
High resolution images allow us to precisely visualize the 3D structure of pores and to 
estimate their size and extent. This type of MRI measurement could be used for the diagnosis 
of the extend of caries on and below the surface of teeth, as can be seen from Fig 2. 
A possible improvement in the visualization of the mineralized tissue using MRI may be 
achieved by utilizing imaging methods capable of detecting signal with T2 of 1 ms or less (e.g. 
SPI). However such methods are yet to be developed due to the current hardware limitations. 
The results presented here were obtained in vitro. The present MRI hardware and long 
acquisition time of the experiment necessary to collect data for high resolution images do not 
allow the same quality results to be obtained in vivo. However, significantly shorter 
acquisition time in the case of SE imaging can be relatively easily achieved using multi-echo 
sequences (e.g. RARE). Also, compromising the resolution would allow the experimental 
time to be acceptable for in vivo imaging. Recent works in the field show that a nominal 
isotropic resolution of 250 - 300 µm is achievable within 5 - 10 minutes using whole body 
MRI scanner [5, 6]. 
5. Conclusions 
Spin-echo based MR imaging methods allow for high resolution imaging of the moisture 
entering into decayed teeth. This method enables the investigation of the extent of pores 
through which moisture penetrates within decayed tooth tissue. These pores are paths for 
microorganisms which can cause further damage of the tissue. Thus a method for the non-
invasive visualization of pores in teeth is important. SE MRI, unfortunately, does not allow 
the visualization of any details of mineralized tooth tissue. Especially the gradual decrease in 
tissue density in the early stages of caries development cannot be followed with SE MRI. 
However SPI, which allows for the visualization of mineralized tissue may be applied, as 
shown in our studies, to obtain this information. 
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